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BROADCAST CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT 
and STUDIO ACOUSTICS 

The operation or a broadcast station must be in accordance with a fixed schedule, 

and tor that reason, reliable equipment and personnel are required tor the proper con 

trol and maintenance or the equipment. The loss o! but a few seconds from a 15-minute 

program may cause complete loss or the contract tor entire program transmitted. 

class and type of the equipment used in a broadcast station is therefore or the most 

reliable obtainable and or course its cost is proportionately higher than that used by 

the operators or most public address systems. 

BROADCAST CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT 

The equipment used in the broadcast o! a radio program may be divided into the 

respective locations where it is employed. For example: There will be found in the 

various studios o! broadcast stations, microphones or various types - those which 

function more satisfactorily for a distant pickup and those which are better suited 

tar the purpose of making announcements. Microphones are held in their respective 

operating positions on special stands that are conmonly referred to as floor and desk 

types. The floor type of microphone stand is usually adjustable so that the height at 

which the microphone is held may be in accordance with the type or pickup made. 

The programs that originate within the studios of broadcast stations are usually � 

fed directly to a console which is equipped with a separate volume control or mixer 

tor each microphone or channel. Then one volume indicator will indicate to the oper- 

ator the level or the signal. This signal level is usually about 1 milliwatt. The 

circuit impedance is usually between 500 and 600 ohms, thereby ma.king it possible to 

transmit the entire range or audio frequencies from 20 cycles to 15,000 cycles with 

very little frequency discrimination. That is, this low impedance valve is not 

affected by the high distributed capacity between the wires of the cable and ground. 

A typical console for the mixing of programs originating in a local studio for 

network transmission is shown in Fig. 1. The upper view shows the console from the 

operating position, while the lover left-hand view indicates the equipment which can 

be seen from one side o! the console. In this console there are two line amplifiers 
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and a terminal box for telephone line connections. The lower right-hand view shows 

the controls of the equipm&nt when viewed from the operating position, but with the 

control panel and the doors below the top or the desk open. The panel at the right or 

thff operator consists or phone jacks 

into which patch cords, fitted with 

plugs at both ends, may be inserted 

for the purpose of the transmission 

ot the desired program from the var- 

ious studios or pickups outside or 

the local studio to the broadcast 

station control room at the trans- 

mitter. 

In Fig. 2 is sho"Wn the complete 

speech input system which has been 

designed in accordance with the in- 

dividual requirements or a broadcast 

station by RCA engineers. They have 

found that no tvo broadcast studio 

layouts are alike, and never, ex- 

cept in the smaller stations, are 

the equipment requirements exactly 

FIG. 1. Here is shown the RCA type 2-A Control 
Desk built especially for the Columbia Broad 

casting System. 

the same. Furthermore, the larger the installation, the more specialized the equip- 

ment problem becomes. 

The master control desk or console is used for the purpose of monitoring several 

programs at the same time in the event the local station is to feed a program to the 

network while the local station is carrying either a program from a studio or a rel!X)te 

location within the city. This is the reason why the master control desk shown in 

Fig. 2 has five sets of volume indicators and control panels above the desk top. A 

series of jacks may be seen in the second panel from the left. The control room 

monitor loud ,speaker may be seen setting on the floor to the left or the large metal 
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' _; ,  

rack•.,.�ing the associated amplifier equipment which is used in connection with 
= 

the �o�a microphones and loud speakers. 

Man, ot the independent broadcast stations are equipped with small compact consoles 

tor the purpose of controlling 

the TOlume le.,el and mixing ot 

the various sources or sound. 

A typical compact console is 

shown in Fig. J. Program 

sources may be f'rom any one or 

the following points or units: 

1 .  Phonograph recordings. 
2. Transcriptions. 
J. Local microphone. 
4. Announce microphone. 
5. Studio A. 
6. Studio B. 
7. Remote pickup 1. 
8. Remote pickup 2. 

The RCA Speech Input Conso 

lette, type 76-B2, provides a 

complete, flexible and high 

FIG. 2. This speech input master control desk, 
racks, and monitoring loud speaker are installed 
within the studios or Station WFBR in Baltimore, 
Maryland. This equipment was custom built by RCA 
engineers to the individual requirements of the 

station. 

quality speech input system tor t-m, as well as standard broadcasting. This unit pro- 

vides all the amplifying control and monitoring equipment required to handle success- 

fully two studios, the announce booth microphone, a control-room announce microphone, 

two t�anscription turntables and six remote lines. Full facilities are provided for 

simultaneously auditioning and broadcasting· from any combination of the studio turn- 

tables or re!lk>te lines. 

The amplifier and control equipment is mounted in a single metal console and the 

power supplies are located in a metal box designed for wall mounting. 

The standardized, illuminated volume indicator meter is furnished calibrated in 

"VU's" .  This meter is also used to measure the plate current of all of the tubes in 

the program channel. The meter is switched to the various tubes by means of the 

rotary switch which is mounted to the left of the meter. 
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The console contains four preamplitiers, one high-gain program aimplifier and one 

high gain 8 watt monitoring amplifier. A six position mixer is utilized with the 

FIG. 3. Here is shown the RCA Speech Input Consollete, type 76-82. 

preamplifier connected to four of the mixers and banks of mechanically interlocked 

push-keys connected to the remaining two. The output of each mixer connects to lever 

keys so it may be switched to the input of the program amplifier tor broadcasting or 

to the monitor amplifier for auditioning. These key switches are interlocked to dis- 

connect the studio loud speakers and operate "on air" light relays. A three-position 

key switch in the input of the fourth preamplifier permits it to operate from a mic- 

rophone in the studio, announce booth, or local control room. The push-keys on the 

t1tth and sixth mixer positions allow any one of 6 remote lines and turntables to be 

instantly connected to the input of either of the two mixers. Additional push-key 

sets provide circuits for feeding cues (program starting signals) to remote lines and 

tor bringing in roonitor circuits such as transmitter or meter control outputs. A 

monitoring headset jack is supplied and the headphones.may be connected to the output 

of the program channel, the remote line push-keys, or the incoming network by means of 

a three-position lever switch. Lever-keys permit using monitoring amplifier for pro- 

gram amplifier in emergencies. Talk-back facilities are included and push-keys permit 

talking back to either of the two studios or to the remote lines. The talk-back cir- 

cuits are introduced to prevent feed-back or program interruption. 
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An "Over-�ide-Record" switch is provided which permits the remote operator to call 

� in on any of the six remote lines and over-ride the program to which the operator in 

th• control room may be listening on his speaker. The "record" position of the switch 

furnishes a signal source for an external recording amplifier. Two rel1X>te line re 

peating coils (line matching transformers) and attenuator pads (volume controls) are 

provided. 

The beautiful console is constructed of metal with wooden style plates on each end. 

A lid is provided for access to tubes, parts, etc. from the top and is equipped with 

sturay concealed hinges. The handles on the front panel facilitate opening the 

chassis tor inspection. When the chassis is open, all mixers (volume controls) are 

made accessible tor servicing. 

The metal power supply box is equipped with a hinged front door and a hinged 

chassis to enable quick repair. Two separate rectifier and filter units are provided 

tor the program amplifiers, as well as the monitoring amplifiers, the three speaker 

interlocking relays and up to four external 12 volt relays for studio signal lights. 

A switch permits feeding the pre-amplifiers from the monitor power supply in case or 

emergencies. 

Briefly, the special input consolette accomplishes a large number of requirements, 

which are found within a broadcast station studio, and truly is a remarkable develop 

ment made by the engineers of the Radio Corporation:· or America whose headquarters are 

located in Camden, New Jersey, U.S.A. Each one of the facilities provided are of ut- 

n:>st importance in the smooth operation of a station. Easy access to the equipment in 

the case of circuit failure is of utmost importance for the loss of any broadcast time 

is ext,remely expensive to the station. 

EFFECTIVE SIGNAL STRENGTH - LIMITING AMPLIFIERS 

• 

The coverage of a broadcast station, that is, the useful service area is dependent 

upon the percentage or modulation which is maintained through the entire program. This 

can be readily appreciated when you stop to realize that a signal which has lost its 

fidelity or reproduction due to strong local radio interference is or little interest 

to the average listener. The noises which are heard in loudspeakers of radio sets 
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interferes with the program and for that reason it is of utmost importance to maintain 

the highest percentage of modulation of the carrier of' a broadcast transmitter at all 

FIG. 4. The Limiting Amplifier known as the RCA type 86-Al designed 
for rack mounting. 

times. This is 

accomplished by 

. many of the 

standard broad- 

cast stations 

by employing 

limiting amp- 

lifiers. A 

photograph is 

show or such 

an amplifier in 

Fig. 4. 

The RCA type 86-Al limiting amplifier has been designed for use in the speech input 

channels of' f'-m and a-m broadcast transmitters. It serves to lim!t the audio signal 

peaks to a certain predetermined level, 

thereby preventing overmodulation with its 

consequent distortion and adjacent channel 

interference. That is, adjacent channel 

interference is kept at a minimum by pre- 

venting modulation in excess of' 1CX>%. This 

amplifier provides for a more effective use 
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without appreciably increasing the harmonic FIG. 5. The limiting characteristics of' 
the RCA type 86-Al Limiting Amplifier are 

distortion. This limiting amplifier may shown. The input level is indicated from 
plus 8 to 30 db with the input level con- 

alao be used for recording applications trol set at plus 10 vu. 

where it prevents over-cutting of' the recording disc on heavy passages of music or 

speaking, and thus permits a marked improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio at the 
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receiving sets in the outer service areas ot a station vhen the recording is trans- 

llitted. 

In Fig. 5 is shovn how the limiting amplifier reduces the output above a predeter 

mined signal level. It will be noted that there is but a 1.2 db gain increase for a 

4 db rise in signal lovel above the plus 10 vu input level. 

Limiting amplifiers employ variable mu tubes whose grid bias is automatically in 

creased as the signal level rises, thus reducing the overall gain in the amplifier 

feeding the line to the amplifier at the transmitter. 

BROADCAST STATION AMPLIFIERS - MICROPHONF.S 

Broadcast station amplifiers are employed for the purpose of raising and controll 

ing the various signals in order to maintain the good frequency response and relative 

ly lower signal-to-noise ratio. This is accomplished by employing amplifiers 'with 

suitable high quality volume controls. The output of a high fidelity microphone is 

generally so low that a preamplifier is required. 

Broadcast stations employ several different types of microphones because they have 

desirable directional and frequency response characteristics. The RCA velocity and 

Poly-directional Types 44-BX and 77-D microphones respectively are used by many sta 

tions. The RCA velocity Type 44-BX microphone is primarily intended for studio use 

where a microphone of the highest quality of reproduction is desired. 

This m.tcrophone can be used with practically any audio system and lends itself 

readily to usual or difficult studio problems. The bi-directional pattern of the 

Type 44-BX microphone is of the familiar "figure eight". Unlike other types of mic 

rophones, it has no diaphragm. Instead, this microphone employs a thin metallic 

ribbon so suspended as to be able to vibrate freely between the poles of a permanent 

magnet. Because ot its lightness, the motion of this ribbon corresponds exactly to 

the velocity of the air particles and the voltage generated in it is, therefore, a� 

exact reproduction of the sound waves which traverse it. Moreover, since it is open 

in construction so that air tlo�s freely through it, the effects of diaphragm reson 

ance and pressure doubling is not obtained when using this microphone. The effective 

output level of this microphone is minus 55 db. 
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FIG. 6. The RCA type 44-BX Velocity mi 
crophone is shown at the right, as well 
as its directional and frequency response 

characteristics. 

Control room operators within many 

broadcast stations have developed very 

critical ears which enable them to dis- 

tinguish the difference between the fidel- 

ity received from various microphones 

within their respective studios. They 

have found from experience that a poly- 

directional microphone, such as the RCA 

Type 77-D, has desirable characteristics 

which enable its satisfactory use under 

certain studio pickup circumstances. With 

this one microphone, a variety of non-dir- 

ectional, uni-directional and bi-direct- 

ional characteristic patterns may be ob- 

tained by operating a screw drive adjust- 

ment which is conveniently located on the 

back of the microphone. 

The poly-directional characteristics ot 

this microphone aids materially in obtain- 

ing a better balance, a clarity ot natu- 

ralness and selectivity in studio pickups. 

It is also of considerable value where 

difficulties are encountered in the re- 

verbient locations since the undesired 

sound retlectiona may be reduced by a 

choice of the proper direotional pattern. 

In Fig. 8 are shown the three different 
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FIG. 7. This is a close up 
view ot the RCA Polyderic 
tional Microphone Type 77-D. 

directional response patterns obtained trom the 

RCA Type 77-D Poly-directional Microphone are 

shown above. 

The construction of the RCA type 77-D poly- 

directional microphone is rather unique in 

that it ·consists or a single ribbon placed in 

the air gap between the pole pieces ot a per- 

manent magnet, a variable acoustic network, a 

Directional Response Patterns 

·Uni-Directional Position 

Bi-Directional Position 

Non-Directional Position 

well-ehielded matching transformer with low hum\_, ___. 

pickup, and a perforated metal case housing. 

Effective shock-mounting is used between the 

l>.3J4 7R7009 

FIG. 8. Th'e directional response 
patterns for the RCA type 77-D Pnly 
Directional Microphone are shown "'ove. 
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microphone and the floor stand to reduce building rumble. One side or the microphone 

ribbon is completely closed by a connector (air) tube which, in turn, is coupled to a 

damped pipe or labyrinth. An aperture, placed in the connector (air) tube direct� 

behind the ribbon, is made variable in size by a "damper" or a valve control. The 

directional characteristics or the microphone are controlled by varying the area or 

the aperture in the labyrinth connector. When the aperture is so large that the back 

ot the ribbon is effectively open to the atmosphere1 as with a velocity microphone, 

the acoustic ilnpedance is zero and a bi-directional characteristic pattern is obtained. 

When the aperture is completely closed, the acoustic impedance is infinite and the 

characteristic pattern is non-directional which is typical or a pressure operated mic 

rophone. By varying the area of the aperture, a variety of characteristic patterns 

between bi-directional and non-directional may be obtained. 

On the back or the upper shell of this microphone, the wind screen, is a slotted 

shaft control adjustment which is brought out flush with the designation plate mounted 

on the screen. The plate is marked "U", "N", and "B", as designations for the uni 

directional1 non-directional, and bi-directional response curves. These three mark 

ings are used as reference points for other patterns vhich may be obtained with this 

oontinuousi,- variable control. 

The lower half of the microphone case contains the acoustical labyrinth, the output 

transformer and a selector switch tor voice or music. This.switch will attenuate the 

low frequencies - below JOO cycles for voice pickup and has three positions designated 

as "M'', "VI" and 11V211• This switch is operated by a screv driver and is accessible 

from the bottom or the cylindrical shell. 

Inasmuch as the RCA broadcast microphones are designed to feed into a mierQphone 

preamplifier whose input transformer is unloaded, that is, whose secondary does not 

connect to or feed into a resistor but rather directly into the grid-cathode circuit 

ot a tube, working as a Class A amplifier, this precaution must be observed tor good 

frequency response. The input stage of the preamplifier may employ a circuit similar 

to the one shown in Fig. 9. Notice that the primary winding of the high fidelity 

transformer has a center tap for balanced pickup which is necessary !or the reduction 
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of noise and hum pickup due to induction. Any noise voltage which is induced in one 

lead will be transmitted to the other through the primary winding of the input trans- 

former because its center tap is connected to ground. The taps 3 and 2 on the primary 

winding allow tor matching at lower input impedance 'YB.lves. The usual input impedance 

n.lfts are 200 and 600 ohms, while the lower valves may be JO to 50 ohms. In every 

case an impedance stepup transformer is mounted with the microphone for efficient 

transfer of the audio frequency currents developed and furthermore, tor the mainten- 

ance of the frequency response specified by the manufacture for the microphone. The 

RCA type 1620 tube is generally used as the input tube 

because of its low internal noise. This tube is care- 

fully assembled, that is, loose elements are kept at a 

very minimum. Then, too, the entire tube and socket is 

shock-mounted from its chassis. 

The effective output level of a microphone is ex 

pressed in the terms of "db" (decibels) power level as 

FIG. 9. This is the input 
circuit of the RCA type 
OP-7 Portable Preamplifier 
showing the unloaded trans- 

. former inpu�. 

no appreciable power is consumed by the open circuit terminals. As a result, the mic 

rophone output ratings are given as effective output level. The effective level is so 

calculated that when the amplifier gain in db is added to the microphone output level 

in db, the correct output level from the amplifier will be obtained. To do this, the 

effective output level rating is based upon the assumption t-hat the microphone works 

into a load impedance which is equal to its own rated output impedance. The voltage 

corresponding to the effectift output level is actually 6 db, below that which is ob- 

tained vhen the microphone is working into an open circuit preamplifier input. This 

6 db difference is brought about by the tact that the high input impedance of '1 pre 

amplifier does not offer a load to the output of the microphone. Thus, the 6 db 

apparent increase in gain is a function of the preamplifier input terminals and not of 

the microphone itself. 

The "gain" ratings of a preamplifier takes into account this 6 db increase in gain 

so that it becomes necessary to rate the microphone output at its effective level for 

the purpose of computing the overall gain of the system. 
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PREAMPLIFIERS 

It is necessary to amplify the low output of a high fidelity velocity or pressure 

type microphone. Various types of' preamplifiers are used in broadcasting stations. 

In Fig. 10 is shown the RCA type BA-lA Preamplif'ier. This unit employs two stages and 

has extremely low noise level and low distortion. It may be placed directly in a con 

trol console, control desk or transcription turntable. The tubes are D¥)unted vertical 

ly and are shock-mounted to prevent microphonics. The circuit is conventional with an 

unloaded transformer circuit. Resistance- 

capacitance coupling is employed between 

the two stages with an output transformer 

in the plate circuit of the last stage. 

The distortion and hum level has been re- 

duced to a very low level through proper 

circuit design and through the use of' a 

stabilized feedback circuit. The sta- 

bilized feedback circuit introduces about FIG. 10. RCA type BA-lA stage Preamplifier 
showing the two tubes, the input and output 

11 db feedback from the plate of' the transformers, as well as one of' the filter 
capacitors. The chassis is equipped with a 

second tube to the cathode of' the first multi-conductor plug for quick removal and 
replacement in case of' circuit failure. 

tube. This is sometimes referred to as 

inverse feedback. When mounting two of these pree.mplifiers side by side, it has been 

f'ound that the cross talk between the units is minus 75 db. This means that a signal 

of any frequency between 50 and 15,000 cycles of one unit will be 75 db down in the 

output or the other unit. The power requirements f'or this unit are 6.3 volts AC or DC 

at .6 amperes and 250 volts DC at J.4 milliamperes. 

VOLUME INDICATORS 

The volume indicators used in consoles and in the output circuit of re:roote pickup 

equipment have a special scale which is calibrated in volume units, abbreviated VU. 

On the other hand, the scale of the volume indicator may be calibrated in decibels, 

abbreviated DB. The use of' both systems in broadcast equipment is due to the fact 

that the VU scale was introduced in 1938. The operators or broadcasting stations 
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decided to use the same system of indicating the program level as that used by various 

� telephone companies. The indicator employing the volume unit was adopted as a stan 

dard monitoring instrument. 

The VU indicator developed in 1938 has, over the intervening years, become the 

standard in radio broadcasting for monitoring and control of gain and loss in trans 

mission lines. The value of this instrument results from the carefully controlled 

damping and speed of the pointer movement. The VU indicator is a rectifier type in 

strument with a permanent magnet moving coil mechanism operated from a full wave 

bridge rectifier. 

After the VU indicator was develop!(i, definition of what the instrument indicated 

had to be eTOlved. To express the measurement, the designation VU was selected and 

defined as the relative strength in decibels from a reference level of 1 milliwatt fed 

into 600 ohms. The designation VU is a contraction of "volume unit" and is defined as 

the reading of the-particular instrument on the circuit in question after having been 

calibrated on a sine wave source. 

The scale of the VU indicator is calibrated for both O t o  100 p&r cent voltage and 

minus twenty, zero, and plus 3 vu. The O t o  100 per cent scale is provided tor ease 

in monitoring since a per cent scale is easily read and useful to indicate per cent 

modulation. The color of the scale is a special buff selected as the best compromise 

between high contrast and reduced eyestrain and fatigue. As the instrument is used 

both for monitoring and control of gain and loss in line transmission, two different 

soales have evolved. 

To hold the speed and damping of the VU indicator to the close limits required, it 

wa• necessary that the manufacture controls be rigid. For example, every moving ele- 

·ment, before being mounted within its magnetic system, is timed to determine if its 

speed is such that when mounted and adjusted for its proper sensitivity and pointer 

overawing of 1 to 1.5%, the deflection time is 0.3 second plus or minus 10% to within 

99% or final reading. 

The care taken to secure its exact ballistics makes the instrument broadly useful 

in many fields allied to broadcast and communication. Among applications o! the v� 
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indicator other than tor broadcast monitoring are: control or volume in record 

cutting, the study or supersonics, sound measurement of water depth, noise measurement 

and the study of transient phenomena in electronic circuits. 

The VU indicator has been made in panel type instruments trom 2.5  inches to 7 

inches in diameter. The basic requirements are that the inertia, torque and magnetic 

flux be such that the proper damping and speed be ob- 

tained with the necessary electrical characteristics. 

The smaller instruments require heavy moving systems 

while the large ones require light moving systems to 

obtain suitable moments ot inertia. The current sensi- 

tivity of the VU indicator is high so that a large num- 

ber of turns on the moving coil are necessary to obtain 

the high torque required tor the necessary rapid speed 

ot response. Then the flux in the air gap has to be 

high so that the closely controlled damping or the VU 

indicator is obtained. 

FIG. 11. The Weston Model 
862, type 30 B VU Meter is 
shown here and described in 

the text. 

The inertia, torque, and magnetic flux are by no means independent of each other 

and the design ot the VU indicator requires proper consideration ot the mutual depen- 

dence of all these factors. 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The VU indicator is adjusted to 163.7 microamperes alternating current at the zero 

VU scale mark, with the full scale reading ot plus 3 VU and with the current being 

approximately 240 microamperes AC. The voltage adjustment is always made with 3,600 

ohms in series. With this 3,6o0 ohms in series, the overall voltage required is 1.228 

volts alternating current, at the zero VU scale mark and 1.734 volts AC at full scale. 

Voltage and resistance adjustments are made at 1,000 cps. The tolerance over the 

audio trequeney range of 25 to 16,000 cycles is held to close limits and the frequency 

error over this range can be ignored. The temperature error is within, plus or minus 

2% oTer the temperature range or minus 50 to plus 130 degrees F with negligible error 

at usual room temperatures or 65 to 95 degrees F. 
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LINE �UALIZERS 

In the transmission ot audio trequenoiea over telephone lines, ve tind that the 

higher frequencies are atten�ted. This attenuation is introduced because ot the high 

diatrib�ive capacit7 between the conductors oTer which the program is transmitted. 

:Equalizers are anilable in 'ftl"iou• types and Dll!JY broadcast station• emplo7 the 

RCA type BE-U Variable Lin6 Equaliser. As can be seen in Fig. 12, this unit is des 

igned to munt within a standard rack. The unit is provided with knobs which allow th9 

introduction ot the required aJ10unt ot equalization to compensate tor the high fre 

quency att�nuation required in standard telephone lines. 

The RCA-type BE-lA ..ariable line E i s  Terr good tor the equalization ot telephone 

lines up to ten miles in leqth and to introduce a trequena, 1"HJ)OllN oornn1oa wit.bill 

plus or minus 1 db,--����������������������������--. 

trom JO to 15,000 

07cles. In addi 

tion to the dit 

terent parallel 

r�sonant circuit• 

used in equali 

sers, this equa- 

liser has addi- FIG. 12. The RCA type BE-lA Variable Line Equaliser. 

tional tuned networks which provide a variable freque?cy boost ot 2 to 14 db.in 2 db 

steps at a trequenay ot 15,000 cycles. This feature aids materially in obtaining an 

overall tlat trequen07 response to 15
1
000 cycles. More than 1,000 attentuations ver 

sus trequen07 curves are a�ilable through adjustment or the front panel contrqls on 

this equalizer. 

The RCA type BE-lA Variable Line F.qualizer consists of tuned equalizing circuit, 

isolating transformer, attenuating pad, 15,000 07cle booster circuit and anothe� iso 

lating tran�former in the output. 

A single pole double throw switch is provided for cutting the equalization in and 

out ot the circuit. 
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control settings ot "booster out" and "14 db boost" in Fig. 13. Internediate attenu- · 

ation values will be' obtained for intermediate setting of the boost control. 

TURNTABLES 

In order to sectn"e satisfactory reproduction ot both the vertical and the lateral 

types of recording on discs, RCA engineers have developed a special type of turntable 
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which incorporates the advantages ob- 

tained by using a heavy stabilizer fly- 

wheel coupled directly to the record 

platter. Then by using a special coup- 

ling mechanism, which prevents the driv 

ing synchronous motor from transmitting 

a rumble to the stabilizer, the turn- 60 
20 
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FIG. 13. Attentuation versus frequency 
curves tor the variable line equalizer are 
shown above covering the maximum boost and 

the boost out conditions. 

FIG. 14. The RCA type 
70-Cl Transcription Tura-· 
table is shown complete 

with pickup head. 

table is rotated at a constant speed. In Fig. 14 is shown the RCA type 70-Cl turn- 

table complete with universal pickup head. 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

Many o! the broadcast stations are equipped to record transcriptions or many ot the 

programs which are received throughout the day trom their network lines tor presenta- 

tion at a later hotn". Generally, the equipment consists of two turntables which are 

associated with the amplifier equipment so that the second one may be turned on at the 

proper time for the complete recording of a long broadcast. 
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In,;.11g;<. 15 is shown a pickup employing two. separate turntables, as well as the asso 

ciated. equipment, such as volume indicator, the monitoring loud speaker, the telephone, 

,,,---. _  the overhead lights above each one of the respective turntables for careful examination 

ot the cuttings. Recording studios also have an additional playback turntable. 

STUDIO ACOUSTICS 

In the broadcasting of radio programs, careful consideration must be given to not 

only the acoustical characteristics of the studios in which the entertainers or speak 

ers are to deliver their messages, but also attention must be given to the facilities 

provided to insure smoothness of opera- 

tion. Generally, the control room is 

located adjacent to, and common to, sev- 

eral studios so that all of the monitor- 

ing facilities may easily be accomplished 

from one point and without the necessity 

of furnishing or moving additional equip- 

ment. Furthermore, this arrangement en- 

ables the delivery of the proper signals 

to the respective studios and thus as- 

sists in the synchronization of the var- 

ious programs broadcast from the studio. 

In Fig� 16 is shown the composite broad- FIG. 15. This photograph shows a typical 
recording layout and at one time used by 

cast layout having three studios. station WR.EC at Memphis, Tennessee. 

A careful examination of the broadcast studio layout shown in Fig. 16 will disclose 

that there is a large lobby and four main offices, each equipped vith desks and chairs. 

There are three studios properly referred to as Studio � ,  Studio B a n d  the Announce 

Studio. It can be seen that the control room is common to all three studios, as well 

as the record storage room. On each side of the operator's chair can be seen tvo 

turntables. 

The walls of large Studio A are properly treated to keep sound Tibrations vhich 

exist outside of the Studio from entering the Studio. 
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The walls of the studio are covered with sound absorbing material, such as celotex, 

rockwool, and cork. The covering on the inside surface of the walls ot the studios 

are generally covered with woolen 

curtains to give the studio the pro- 
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thermore, the height, width, and 

per reverberation period and fur- 

length ratios are maintained within 

is 3.2 times the height. These 

certain values. Small studios us- 

t1.mes·the height while the length 

should be 3.2 times the height. Lone liiilliillliiillliiiiilliiilliilliijj�==!S:!==�===-"" 

studios are beat suited tor broad- 

ually have a width 1.25 times the 

height while the length should be 

1.6 times the height. Studios with 

low ceilings should have a width 2.5 

casting purposes when the width is 

1.25 times the height and the lengtla 

ratios have been found most satis- FIG. 16. A typical broadcast studio la7out. 

factory- from the design data available and from actual experience. 

The heavy carpets placed on the floors .of studios also effects the reverberation 

period and when the ceiling is covered with celotex, a sound absorbing material, the 

area of walls that are covered with curtains must be taken into consideration. 

Proper air conditioning with the necessary sound filters in the incoming and out- 

going ducts are provided to prevent the transmission of sound into the studio via this 

channel during the recording and transmission of a program. 

Proper "ON THE AIR", time signals and illumination are prorldad in all studios and 

operating rooms so that operation will be unaffected due to the time ot day. 

Simple sound effects equipment are generall7 provided within broadcast studios to 

assist the artists that may appear in making their programs realistic. 
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A caretul examination ot the door arrangement in the studio lqout show� l'ig. 16 

will reveal that there is a ••ll ball¥117 near the entrance door to Studio .A. Th11 

r hallway has doors on each end which are to be kept closed at all ti.11111 during the ue · 

ot this studio. 

From the information given above it is e'Yident that caretul consideration ha, beea 

given ever)" phase ot radio broadcasting and including the ascoustio properties ot the 

studios. In tact, this is a speeialized tield and there are but tev qualified organ 

isations located in several ot the larger cities throughout the count17 vho 1peoiali1• 

in this work. 

EXAMINATION QUF.sTIONS ON FOLLOWING PAGE 
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